SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT

Industrial Services
The George T. Hall Company offers a range of automation, engineering, training
and field services to support your facility. The members of our PIT Crew are
trained on hardware and software from the industry's leading manufacturers so
you can ensure you are receiving the highest level of service possible.
Whether you are looking to design a new system or retrofit an existing process,
you can rely on the experience and expertise of the GTH PIT Crew!

Calibration & Repair Services
GTH offers reliable calibration services custom designed to meet your process and quality requirements. We use
NIST-traceable instruments to perform gas, temperature, pressure, and level calibrations on a wide range of
instrumentation. We are well-versed in ISA standards and we have MSHA-certified field personnel on staff.
In addition to calibrations, we are also able to assist with industrial repairs through our in-house service centers in California
and Nevada. We offer quick turnaround times, friendly service, affordable evaluation fees and a one-year warranty on most
repairs. Our technicians are experienced with a variety of instruments including:
* Variable Frequency Drives
* PLCs
* Operator Interface
* Chart & Video Recorders
* Controllers
* Transmitters
* Motors
* Analyzers
* Multimeters

Engineering Services
Our staff of engineers and the trained technicians in the GTH PIT Crew are capable of performing a wide range of support
services including:
* Engineering & System Design
* Plan & Spec Services
* AutoCAD
* Project Management
* PLC & HMI Programming
* Software Integration
* Wireless Audits & Implementation
* Energy Evaluations & Upgrades
* Training & Field Start-Up
Our technicians hold vendor certifications from the top hardware & software platforms including:
Wonderware - Schneider Electric Citect - AB FactoryTalk - RS Logix - GE Proficy
Schneider Electric ProWorks - Honeywell Experion - Honeywell SpecView - Phoenix Contact Wireless - Schneider Variable
Frequency Drives - Honeywell HC900 - Tridium WEBs AX

Looking for an integrated control solution? GTH designs and builds custom
control panels out of our UL panel shops in California and Northern Nevada.
Contact the GTH office near you for details!

Contact a branch near you today to learn more about our Engineering and Control Panel capabilities!

www.georgethall.com
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